NOTE: Scoring for all "matches" was the best 3 out of 5 sets, where each set was a nine-point tie-breaker instead of a complete set.
``AUSTRALIAN OPEN'' A-Level

Quarter Finals Semi Finals Finals CHAMPION

Kilorin, Andy
[1]-------------------+
| Kilorin
|-------------------+
| Killorin
bye                   |                   |
-------------------+                   |
| Killorin
Weinstein, Suzanne            |                   |
-------------------+                   |                   |
| Cohn
Cohn, Nathan              |                   |
-------------------+                   |
| Honda
Carver, Virginia
-------------------+                   |
| Honda
Honda, Russell           |                   |
-------------------+                   |
| Honda
bye                   |                   |
-------------------+                   |
| Baldwin
Baldwin, Elias          |                   |
[2]-------------------+

Quarter Finals Semi Finals Finals CHAMPION

``FRENCH OPEN'' B-Level

Quarter Finals Semi Finals Finals CHAMPION

Carver, Virginia
[1]-------------------+
| Carver
Middlebury Indoor Tennis Junior Club Tournaments, December 26, 2003

``FRENCH OPEN''         A-Level

Quarter Finals Semi Finals Finals CHAMPION

Killorin, Andy

[1]-------------------+
 | Killorin
 +-------------------+
 bye
 +-------------------+
 | Killorin
 +-------------------+
 Marshall, Ben
 +-------------------+
 | Baldwin
 +-------------------+
 Baldwin, Elias
 +-------------------+
 | Killorin
 +-------------------+
 Honda, Russell
 +-------------------+
Cohn, Genevieve

bye

Cohn, Nathan

[2]

Quarter Finals  Semi Finals  Finals  CHAMPION